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Fig. 10.1 (previous page): Historical photo. In a first experiment at Faurecia 
(www.faurecia.com) PU Microflowns where fixed on the wall by tape (2005). 

10.1 Summary 

Source path contribution is a measurement method that is used to find 
out how loud individual sound sources are perceived in a noisy environment 
at a certain listening position. The method consists of two parts, the source 
strength determination and the transfer path determination. 

The two measurements (the path and the source strength) can be done 
completely separate. This is a very important feature.  

A path for example can be measured from driver’s position to the car 
engine. Several engines can than be measured later in time (at also 
different production facilities) in an engine bay (so not in a car). The 
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combination of the engine measurements and the paths give the perceived 
noise of he engine. In the same way it is also possible to determine noise 
levels of an engine in different cars. 

Source strength determination 

Two methods exist to measure the source strength, the surface velocity 
method and the sound intensity method.  

The surface velocity measurement is described by prof. Fahy (ISVR, 
England, [4]) and used by many companies. The surface velocity, that is 
the particle velocity in close proximity of a surface, is used to determine the 
source strength. Traditionally the surface velocity was approximated by 
measuring the structural vibration by the use of accelerometers or a laser 
vibrometer. These methods to measure the structural vibration are very 
time consuming. Apart from that, only the structural velocity is measured, 
airborne leaks cannot be handled. Many surfaces in for example a car cabin 
are not so suited for mounting of accelerometers, and in some cases the 
mass loading will significantly influence the measurement.  Now, with the 
introduction of the Microflown very near field measurement it is possible to 
measure the surface velocity directly [2], [3]. This way of measuring the 
surface velocity reduces the measurement time considerably and acoustic 
leaks are also measured. 

The bending modes of structures are long at lower frequencies, so to 
measure the velocity profile of a structure the number of velocity probes 
can be limited. At higher frequencies the wavelength of the vibration in the 
structure becomes shorter and more velocity sensors are required per unit 
area. Due to this, the method becomes less effective at higher frequencies. 
In cars the practical upper limit of this method in the order of 1~2kHz [22]. 

For higher frequencies the intensity method is used. Traditionally pp 
intensity probes where used for this method. However pp probes cannot be 
used in environments with a lot of extraneous noise sources and reflections 
(such as a car), see chapter 5: ‘intensity measurements’. So to be able to 
use a pp intensity probe one used to fill up the complete car with damping 
material and at the location where a measurement was taken, the damping 
material was removed and a ‘window’ was created. Therefore this method 
was also called ‘the window method’ [2], [10]. Drawbacks of the window 
method are the enormous effort, the disturbance of the interior acoustics 
and test runs on the road are impossible. 

The quality of a pu intensity measurement is not affected by extraneous 
noise sources or reflections [12]. Therefore the traditional ‘window method’ 
can now be done without the need of damping material. Because the need 
of this damping material covering vanishes, the method can be done fast. 

At lower frequencies noise sources may be coherent (i.e. the phase of the 
source influences the perceived sound pressure at the listeners position). 
With the intensity method the phase information is lost so therefore this 
method cannot be used at lower frequencies. In principle this method has 
no upper frequency limit. 
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The lower limit in a car appears to be in the order of 250Hz-500Hz. 

The Microflown based method replaces both methods (velocity and 
intensity method) in one measurement. It improves the measurement time 
and the measurement bandwidth very much [2], [8], [10]. 

Determination of the path 

The path can be determined in two ways: the direct determination and 
the reciprocal determination. The direct method uses a monopole at the 
location of the actual source (when it is not in operation) and measures the 
amount of sound pressure at the listeners position. 

In the reciprocal way, a monopole sound source is placed at the listener’s 
position and the sound pressure is measured at the source position. The 
reciprocity principle states that the path that is measured is the same as the 
path from source to listener’s position. 

Reciprocal measurements are found in NVH applications for the reason of 
the very different space requirements of sound sources and sensors; 
measurements of acoustic transfer functions are often much easier done 
reciprocally. 

A typical application is the measurement of acoustic transfer paths of 
sound radiated from a vehicle's engine to the driver's ear. The engine 
compartments of today's cars are almost completely filled with the engine 
itself and its various subsystems. Therefore a microphone can be installed 
much easier than a speaker, whereas in the cabin there should be enough 
space for a sound source.  

When measuring reciprocally, e.g. with a sound source inside the cabin, 
all transfer paths are excited - and thus can be measured - simultaneously. 
This means a significant reduction in time requirements compared with the 
direct method, where each transfer function of interest has to be measured 
one after another. 

10.2 Introduction 

Source path contribution is the first killer application that was developed 
with the Microflown technology [1]. It is a method that determines how loud 
individual noise sources in e.g. a vehicle are perceived by a listener (e.g. 
the driver). Source path contribution is also called “reciprocal transfer path 
analysis, TPA”, “panel noise contribution” or “panel contribution analysis”. 

The amount that a sound source produces can be determined with e.g. a 
sound power measurement. But such measurement does not provide 
information how loud the source is perceived by a listener. The 
measurement does not include the effect of the environment.  

If a source is located in an acoustically hard environment like a shower, 
the perceived noise is much higher that if a source is e.g. placed outside a 
house and one is listening to it from inside. The sound source produces the 
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same amount of sound power but the path from source to ear is much 
different. 

So to be able to determine how much noise is perceived, one should 
measure the strength of the source and the path from source to ear. For 
this several methods have been developed for automotive industry.  

There are two methods to determine the source strength; the surface 
velocity method and the sound power method. 

Usually there are multiple sound sources so it is difficult to determine the 
path in a straightforward manner. There are two methods to determine the 
path; a direct way and the reciprocal method. 

10.3 Reciprocity 

The reciprocal method to determine the path is based on the reciprocity 
principle that states that the transfer function p/Q between a monopole 
sound source (Q) and the resulting sound pressure field (p) is unchanged if 
one interchanges the points where the monopole source is placed and 
where the sound pressure is measured. 

Reciprocal measurements are found for the reason of the very different 
space requirements of sound sources and sensors (sources are large and 
sensors are small); measurements of acoustic transfer functions are often 
much easier done reciprocally. 

Inside a car the transfer path from the listener’s position to a place 
where a sound source is located can be measured by a reciprocal method: a 
monopole sound source is placed on the listener’s position and with a 
pressure microphone at the source position the transfer function can be 
determined.  

According to the reciprocity principle the path from the monopole source 
to the pressure microphone is the same as from the sound source to the 
sound pressure field at the listener’s position. However this is only true if 
the sound source has a true monopole behavior. And this is unlikely.  

There are two methods to make an approximation so that the source can 
be seen as a monopole source. The surface velocity method and the sound 
power method. 
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Fig. 10.2: Reciprocity of surface velocity and sound pressure with a monopole and sound 
pressure, from [4]. 

Apart from methods to determine the source strength, there are also two 
categories of sound sources that have to be considered: coherent noise 
sources and incoherent noise sources. 

The transfer function between source and receiver point is identical with 
that generated on the surface of the rigid body by a monopole at the 
original receiver point, irrespective of the acoustical environment [4]. For 
the surface velocity method the situation is sketched in Fig. 10.2. 

The total field generated by a continuous distribution of time-harmonic 
normal velocities over the surface of the body may be represented by a 
discrete array of surface monopoles of appropriate amplitude and phase.  

Hence, the total field at a receiver point may be estimated by summing 
the product of measured (or calculated) surface velocities sampled at a set 
of discrete points of the surface. 

The transfer function p2/Q is determined between the monopole source 
strength and (blocked) sound pressures on the surface of the (rigid) body 
with a pressure microphone placed close to the surface. To be valid, this 
measurement requires that the impedance of the structure is sufficiently 
large so that its response affects the surface pressure to a negligible 
degree. 

This method is only valid if the surface impedance is high, i.e. a rigid 
surface. An extension of the method that allows for non rigid surfaces is 
discussed in §10.10. 

The sound power method a proposed by Verheij does allow for absorbing 
surfaces, see §10.6. 

10.4  (in-) coherent noise sources 

If two sources S1 and S2 are coherent, the perceived sound pressure is 
depending on the phase of the sources. The perceived sound pressure 
equals the source times the path. 
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The auto spectrum of the perceived pressure P1=TF1xS1 and P2=TF2xS2 is 
given by: 
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If the sound pressure caused by the two sources is incoherent, the last 
term of Eq. (10.1) is zero, if the sources are coherent the last term is not 
zero. 

It is very important to known if sources are incoherent or not. If sources 
are incoherent no phase information of the sources is required which makes 
the measurements a lot simpler. This saves time.  

The last term of Eq. (10.1) will be zero if the phase between P1 and P2 
alters in a certain bandwidth, over time or over a certain space. If the phase 
is changing over time the sources are not correlated. The averaging over a 
certain space is something that is somewhat difficult to do in practice but 
the averaging over time is relatively simple. 

Even when two sources are fully correlated (e.g. two loudspeakers that 
are electrically powered in the same way), their influence can be incoherent 
at a certain point in space. This is because the auto spectrum is always 
determined in a certain bandwidth. If the environment where the sources 
are placed is highly reflective, there will be a high number of paths from the 
sources to the receiving point where the pressure is measured. (The phase 
of the path varies much in such case.) For each frequency deviation (or 
position deviation) the phase at the receiver point is varying in an 
unpredictable manner. The result of this will be that the last term of Eq. 
(10.1) becomes zero. 

If two correlated sources are placed at a certain distance in an anechoic 
environment, it is likely that the sources are also coherent up to a high 
frequency. If the same sources are placed in a reverberant environment, it 
is likely that the sources are not coherent. 

Transition frequency 

Normally a source may be coherent at low frequencies and they become 
incoherent at higher frequencies. The frequency where coherent sources 
become incoherent is called here the transition frequency. 

There are two mechanisms that can cause source to become non 
coherent. The source behavior can be non correlated and the acoustic 
environment can be causing correlated sources to have a non coherent 
behavior. 

If the sound pressure caused by the two sources is incoherent, in practice 
this means that the last term of Eq. (10.1) is approximately zero: 
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If sources S1 and S2 are correlated, the sources S1 and S2 and the product 
S1S2 is constant in time and bandwidth. The transfer function is not varying 
in time so: 

1 2 0
BW

TF TF df× ≈∫  (10.3) 

if the frequency integrated product of complex transfer functions is 
approximately zero, sources will be non coherent. 

If sources are non coherent, the intensity method can be applied but also 
the velocity method. The phase of the transfer function does not have to be 
used when the velocity method is applied. The phase of the velocity signal 
is also not required and this makes measurements easier: measurements 
may be taken point by point without the need of a reference. 

Measurements with a reference might be wrong if non correlated noise 
(e.g. windnoise) is present at the source and not in the reference signal. 
This is important because this speeds up the measurement procedure 
considerably. Measurements without reference makes it possible to scan a 
surface. 

10.5 Sources, surface velocity method, rigid surface 

At lower frequencies the phase of sources is relevant because the 
perceived sound pressure level at a certain position is depending on the 
phase; sources might be coherent. If for example two doors in a car are 
vibrating in phase, the generated sound pressure is lower than if they are 
vibrating in anti phase.  

In the method that Fahy describes the surface velocity is measured and 
the obtained data is treated as if it came from a point source [4]. This is 
only possible if the surface of the source is rigid so that the surface 
impedance is high. Surfaces with damping properties are discussed below in 
§10.10. 

Advantage of the surface velocity method is that the phase information 
can be measured so that the method allows for incoherent sound sources. 
Furthermore it is possible to listen to the velocity signal plus the path so 
that it becomes possible to hear the individual sound sources under realistic 
conditions. (With this method it is possible to e.g. listen to only the windows 
or the roof of a car in driving conditions). 

Disadvantage of the method is that the number of measurement points is 
increasing with frequency. One needs at least 2 measurement points per 
structural wavelength.  
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The speed of sound in the structure is depending on frequency and the 
speed of sound in air is constant. Therefore is the wavelength in the 
material not equal to the wavelength in air. This is a fact that makes the 
surface velocity method somewhat more complex. 

There are three methods to determine the surface velocity: a laser 
vibrometer, accelerometers and Microflowns close to the surface. The laser 
is difficult to use inside the vehicle and not all locations can be reached, 
accelerometers are time consuming and can only be used on the white body 
[2]. Apart from that, only the structural velocity is measured, airborne leaks 
cannot be handled. Many surfaces in for example a car cabin are not so 
suited for mounting of accelerometers, and in some cases the mass loading 
will significantly influence the measurement. Both methods measure the 
structural velocity and this does not have to be the same as the acoustic 
surface velocity (e.g. carpets). 

Microflowns must be deployed relatively close to the surface. The pu 
Microflown can also be used for the sound power method. 

Because the number of measuring points is increasing with frequency the 
surface velocity method is suitable for lower frequencies.  

10.6 Sources, sound power method 

The method to measure with a sound intensity probe the sound power is 
presented by Verheij [6], [7]. The emitted sound power of the surface is 
measured and this value is transformed as if it came from a point source. 
The transformation from sound power to monopole source strength allows 
also for surfaces with damping properties.  

The sound power of a monopole on a surface in equals: 

2 2 2
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Where α is the diffuse field absorption coefficient (plane wave 
approximation). The equivalent source strength is derived from this: 
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Sound power is determined by measuring a number of sound intensity 
points in a certain area relatively close to the surface. The intensity and 
sound power values contain no phase information so the method can only 
be used when sources are not coherent. 

Advantage of the method is that not so many measurement points are 
required as with the surface velocity method. There is no need to use at 
least two measurement points in one surface wavelength. In this case the 
statistical energy emission is measured rather than the velocity profile. 

Disadvantage of the method is that the sound intensity measurements 
cannot be made audible. There are two possibilities to measure the sound 
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power of a source: the traditional pp method and the Microflown based pu 
method. The pp method requires an acoustic environment that has a low p/I 
index (see chapter 5: sound intensity measurements) which is normally not 
the case in vehicles. Therefore the pp method requires that the complete 
car is covered with foam on the inside. This is a very time consuming 
procedure that also affects the quality of the method. A pp sound intensity 
probe cannot be used for the surface velocity method. 

The pu method is not influenced by the p/I index and therefore no foam 
is required. The only measurement error that is depending on the sound 
field is the reactivity of the sound source (see chapter 5: sound intensity 
measurements). To avoid these conditions the measurement should take 
place relative far from the surface.  

In chapter 5.8 the properties of an extremely reactive sound source are 
shown. If the measurement distance is 3-5cm and the frequencies are 
higher than 250Hz, the reactivity of this reactive source is les than 6dB 
(phase shift between p and u is less than 80 degrees). The maximal 
measurement error of the intensity measurement is than in the order of 
0.5dB. 

A pu probe can also be used for the surface velocity method. 

Summary source strength determination 

The surface velocity method is the only way to include the phase 
information of the source and thus it is the only method that is capable to 
deal with correlated sound sources that might exist at lower frequencies. 
The method becomes unfavourable at high frequencies because the number 
of measurement points increase with frequency. Sources tend to get 
uncorrelated at higher frequencies (f>250~500Hz in cars) so the surface 
velocity method is required at frequencies below 250Hz and possible up to 
2kHz [2]. For higher frequencies than 2kHz the required number of 
measurement point becomes too high to be practical. 

The measurement distance should be small if Microflowns are used for 
the velocity method. For frequencies lower than 500Hz a measurement 
distance of 3-5cm can be considered small (acoustic wavelength in air is 
60cm at 500Hz).  

The sound power method is not capable to include phase information so 
generally speaking the method is only usable for frequencies higher than 
250Hz (because in cars etc. at higher frequencies it can be expected that 
sources are not correlated anymore). A highly reactive sound field limits the 
accuracy of the pu intensity measurement. The measurement distance 
should be large method to avoid that problem. A measurement distance of 
5cm can be considered large for frequencies higher than 250Hz. 
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10.7 Discretisation of measurement points 

In a study [22], it was shown that 4 measurements with 32 PU probes is 
sufficient to measure up to 2.5kHz. So 128 measurement points are 
required to measure the surface velocity up to 2.5kHz for a normal car. 

10.8 Relation with Helmholtz integral formulation 

The source path contribution technique has a close relation with the 
Helmholtz integral equation [14]. 

The Helmholtz integral equation relates the acoustic pressure and normal 
velocity on the closed boundary surface S of a vibrating object to the 
radiated pressure field in the fluid domain: 

( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )n in
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y

G r
p x p y i G r v y dS p x
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 ∂ 
= + + 

∂  
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In a field point x
�
, the ( )p x

�
 can be calculated. The point x

�
 is also called 

the evaluation point because the integral has to be evaluated for each point 

x
�
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�
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y
n , is 

pointed into the fluid domain. Distance r is the length of vector r
�
 that is 

directed from the source point y
�
 to the field point x

�
: r x y= −

� �
. The term 

pin represents the incident acoustic wave in the case of a scattering 
analysis. In an unbounded fluid domain without reflecting objects (free 
space), Green’s function G(r), also referred to as the kernel of the integral 
equation, is: 
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4
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G r
rπ

−

=  (10.7) 

Physically, G(r) represents the effect observed at point x
�
 created by a 

unit source located at point y
�
. However only one of the unknown variables 

has to be prescribed on the boundary S to solve the problem. In 
engineering situations, the usual given surface normal velocity on the 
surface S is used. 
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Fig. 10.3: Nomenclature in the exterior acoustic problem. 

It can be proved (see e.g. chapter 8 of [14]) that an alternative Green’s 
can be found so that:  
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This is called the Neumann Green function. Now the Helmholz equation 
(Eq. (10.6)) alters in: 
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It can be understood that the Neumann Green function can be found 
experimentally by e.g. a reciprocal method of the surface is rigid. With such 
measurement the sound pressure in a field point ( )p x

�
 is related to a normal 

particle velocity at a rigid surface. The latter can be explained in more detail 
[22]. 

The measured Green’s function and gradient of that Green’s function is 
reciprocally measured with the airborne transfer functions between sound 
pressure, particle velocity and volume velocity (i.e. the monopole sound 
source): 

0
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With pr/Qr is the reciprocally obtained transfer function between a 
monopole sound source to the surface pressure measured at the product 
under test. 

The gradient of the measured Green’s function can be written as: 
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With vr/Qr is the reciprocally obtained transfer function between a 
monopole sound source to the surface velocity measured at the product 
under test. 

No extra sound sources are present in the anechoic room so Eq. (10.6) 
alters in:  
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∫
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�  (10.12) 

When the surface impedance is high (i.e. non absorbent), the reciprocally 
obtained transfer function vr/Qr is zero and Eq. (10.12) alters in Eq. (10.9). 

This is an important thing to realize because the physical meaning of 
Eq. (10.9) is that only the particle velocity at a surface is of relevance for 
the determination of the noise in a vehicle. The sound pressure measured at 
a certain place on a surface has no relation with the annoyance. It makes 
no sense to measure the sound pressure in order to find a sound source in a 
car. This is a fact that is difficult to explain but Eq. (10.9) is the physical 
proof of this. 

The previous relation can be rewritten in the discrete form if the surface 
S divided in small sub surfaces ∆S so that in each sub surface the normal 
velocity and the Neumann Green function can be considered constant: 

( ) N np x i G v Sωρ= ∆∑
�

 (10.13) 

The Neumann Green function is measured in a reciprocal way. With that 
Neumann Green function the pressure contribution of each part in e.g. a car 
is determined by measuring the surface particle velocity. 

10.9 Paths, direct method 

Reciprocal measurements are found in NVH applications for the reason of 
the very different space requirements of sound sources and sensors; 
measurements of acoustic transfer functions are often much easier done 
reciprocally. Sound sources are much larger than pressure microphones. 

However at high frequencies the sound source can be made small and 
then it is possible to put the source on a position and measure the path in a 
direct way with a monopole source [5].  

10.10 Absorbing boundaries 

The source path contribution problem splits up in source determination 
and path determination. Normally the path is measured in a reciprocal way. 
The position of the sound pressure microphone and the sound source are 
exchanged and the path from the listener position to the source is 
measured. The reciprocity principle is valid in the presence of absorbing 
boundaries. However in a practical situation the sources that are measured 
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inside e.g. a car are not monopoles. And the reciprocity principle holds only 
if the sources are monopoles.  

Two conditions have to be met before the method is valid.  

1) Proper source strength determination, so the true sound power 
injected and the true particle velocity of the source without the influence of 
background noise. 

2) The proper conversion from the source determination (either intensity 
or velocity) to an equivalent point source. 

The surface velocity method proposed by Fahy is only valid for hard 
reflecting surfaces. 

The sound power method proposed by Verheij takes the absorption into 
account to transfer the sound power measurement into a value that would 
have come from a monopole. So the reciprocity principle becomes valid in 
this method but the sound power determination in the presence of damping 
materials is influenced by extraneous sound sources. Therefore the proper 
source strength determination is incorrect. 

Influence of absorption for the intensity method 

The theory that is presented by Verheij accounts for the absorption of the 
boundary regarding the reciprocal path determination. However due to the 
presence of damping material, extraneous noise sources influence the 
sound power determination.  

The sum of the sound power injected by the ‘panels’ should be zero. This 
is not possible in practice. If there is absorbing material present inside the 
vehicle, the sum of the sound power injected by the ‘panels’ should be 
positive. 

If a sound panel is not radiating any sound and has sound absorbing 
properties, the measured injected sound power becomes negative if the 
panel is placed in a sound field. 

One can define the incoming intensity Iin and the intensity that is 
absorbed at by the panel due to the sound field in the car Iabsorbed. The 
intensity that is measured is Imeasured= Iin- Iabsorbed. The incoming intensity is 
required for the source path contribution method. 

I tried to mathematically find the incoming intensity (Iin) out of the 
measured intensity, the measured particle velocity and the measured sound 
pressure. I was not successful yet but I still think that there must be a 
possibility to do so. 

To get an understanding of the value of the error term in the 
measurement of the incoming intensity, (that term is Iabsorbed), I propose a 
measurement method to estimate Iabsorbed. The method provides only an 
estimation; one can easily think of a situation where this method fails. 

First a monopole sound source (Q) is positioned at the listener’s position 
(this is standard in a sound path contribution method). The car is not 
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operated so the monopole is the only sound source. For the source path 
contribution the sound pressure is measured, for this method the sound 
intensity and the acoustic impedance are also measured close by the 
panels. 

The acoustic impedance is used to estimate the absorption coefficient of 
the panels [16] and the intensity is used to measure the absorbed intensity. 
The absorption is required to convert the sound power measurement to an 
equivalent point source, see Eq. (10.4) and Eq. (10.5). 

The intensity that is absorbed by the panel when the point source at the 
listener position is driven, is divided by the autospectrum of the sound 
pressure in front of the panel source power: Iabsorbed/p

2.  

The absorbed intensity is now known if the sound in the car comes only 
from the monopole at the listener’s position.  

When the car is in operation, the intensities of the panels are measured 
and at the listener’s position the sound pressure is measured. This is also 
done in a standard source path contribution. 

The absorbed intensity is a function of the sound pressure in the car 
[17]. It is not possible to use the pressure close to the panels to estimate 
the absorbed intensity because when these panels emit sound, the sound 
pressure that is emitted from the panel is dominant. 

For the average sound pressure in the car the sound pressure signal at 
the listener’s position is used as a scaling factor to estimate the value of the 
absorbed intensity.  

The local absorbed intensity at the panel is estimated as the absorbed 
intensity is divided by the source power: Iabsorbed,Q/PQ multiplied with the 
diffuse power (Pp) that is measured with sound pressure microphone at the 
drivers position.  

,

,

absorbed Q

absorbed estimation ref

Q

I
I p

p
= ×  (10.14) 

The incoming intensity is now estimated as the measured intensity plus 
the estimated absorbed intensity: Iin,estimated = Imeasured + Iabsorbed,estimation. 

Once the sound power is determined from the intensity as accurate as 
possible, the absorption coefficient is required to convert the measured 
sound power to an equivalent monopole [15]: 

2
2

4
P Q C

c

ρω

π
=  (10.15) 

With C the weighting factor representing the influence of the 
surroundings on the power radiated by the equivalent monopoles 
(compared to that in free field): 

• C(j) = 2 for a hard reflecting wall 
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• C(j)≈2−α for an absorbing surface where α  is a diffuse field 
absorption coefficient (plane wave approximation). 

Influence of absorption for the velocity method 

The reciprocity relation can be noted in a more general form by writing 
[18], (parts of this paragraph is a summary from [19]): 

2 1 1 2

S S

u n p dS u n p dS⋅ = ⋅∫∫ ∫∫  (10.16) 

p1 and u1 and p2 and u2 are two arbitrary sound fields in two arbitrary 
points in a certain volume V that is enclosed by the surface S and n is the is 
a surface normal vector pointing into the volume V.  

So p1 is the sound pressure in point one in sound field one and u1 is the 
particle velocity in point two in sound field one. Subsequently p2 is the 
sound pressure in point one in sound field two and u2 is the particle velocity 
in point two in sound field two. 

Let p1 and u1 be the operational sound p, u field with sources outside the 
surface S. For this sound field, the surface Sear is blocked (rigid) and we 
seek the pressure pear on the blocked surface.  

Let p2 and u2 be the sound field pQ and uQ created by a source inside the 
‘ear canal’ with the ‘ear canal’ open. The volume velocity Q through Sear 
must in this case be known (measured). 

We now split up the integral on the left-hand side of Eq. (10.16) in 
contributions from the partial surfaces: 

2 1

panel ear Source ear

Q Q Q Q

S S S S S S

u n p dS u n pdS u n pdS u n pdS u n pdS
−

⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ + ⋅∫∫ ∫∫ ∫∫ ∫∫ ∫∫  (10.17) 

and from the assumption of a rigid source surface and an additional 
assumption of a constant operational sound pressure p=pear across the 
blocked ‘ear canal’, Sear, the previous alters in: 

2 1

panel ear panel

Q ear Q Q ear

S S S S

u n p dS u n pdS p u n dS u n p dS p Q⋅ = ⋅ + ⋅ = ⋅ +∫∫ ∫∫ ∫∫ ∫∫  (10.18) 

Because of the rigid source surface and that the ear canal surface Sear is 
blocked for the operational sound field u·n=0 on the source and Sear. For the 
integral on the right-hand side of Eq. (10.16) we therefore get: 

1 2

panel

Q Q

S S S

u n p dS u n p dS u n p dS⋅ = ⋅ = ⋅∫∫ ∫∫ ∫∫  (10.19) 

These expressions are substituted in Eq. (10.16):  

panel panel

Q ear Q

S S

u n p dS p Q u n p dS⋅ + = ⋅∫∫ ∫∫  (10.20) 
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And thus: 

,

panel

Q Q n

ear n

S

p u
p u p dS

Q Q

 
= − 

 
∫∫  (10.21) 

Where pQ/Q is the transfer function of the measured pressure at the 
surface caused by the reference sound source Q. This is the same as 
explained above. The ratio uQ,n/Q is the transfer function of the normal 
particle velocity measured at the surface caused by the reference sound 
source Q. This value is zero when the surface is rigid. These transfer 
functions are measured when all extraneous sound sources are switched off. 

un is the normal particle velocity at the surface in an operational 
measurement and p is the sound pressure in an operational measurement. 

In order to obtain the contribution ∆pear to the ear pressure pear from a 
segment ∆Spanel of the panel surface Spanel we integrate only over that part 
of the boundary: 

,

panel

Q Q n

ear n

S

p u
p u p dS

Q Q
∆

 
∆ = − 

 
∫∫  (10.22) 

If a panel segment is a locally reacting impedance surface with 
impedance Z. And without a sound pressure acting on the surface, the panel 
would have an operational vibration velocity us,n. Then the particle velocities 
normal to the surface for the operational and the transfer function 
measurements are given as follows:  

, ,

Q

n S n Q n panel

pp
u u and u on S

Z Z
= + = ∆  (10.23) 

If these assumptions are inserted in Eq. (10.22), 

, ,( )

panel panel

Q Q Q

ear S n S n

S S

p p pp p
p u dS u dS

Q Z Q Z Q
∆ ∆

 
∆ = + − = 

 
∫∫ ∫∫  (10.24) 

It shows that the effect of the surface impedance Z is cancelled. 
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Fig. 10.4: Wind noise intensity measurements on a windscreen in an anechoic room (done 
at Faurecia). 

10.11 The (traditional) window method 

For higher frequencies (f<300Hz) most of the noise sources can be 
considered non coherent. Wind noise and tire noise problems are found in 
this frequency range. If the noise sources are non coherent, only the 
modulus of the transfer function is needed because the phase of the sources 
is of no relevance. It is then favourable to measure the intensity of a 
surface [5], [6], [7]. 

Traditionally, car panel noise contribution measurements are based upon 
the so called window method, using pp based sound intensity probes. The 
traditional window method can be divided in three stages. 

 
1) Mock up: the complete car interior has to be damped in order to 

avoid a too large pressure-intensity index of the intensity 
measurement. 

2) Car panel sound power measurement. The complete interior is 
divided in 100 to 150 so-called panels. From each panel the sound 
power emission is measured. 

3) Determination of the transfer functions from each panel to the ear 
position. To get proper transfer paths the damping material is 
removed. 
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With these three steps the noise contribution of each panel is 
determined. Once the contribution is known, acoustic problems can be 
determined and the effect of changing acoustic properties can be predicted. 

The three stages are examined closer: 

1) Mock up (only needed with pp intensity method) 

First stage of the measurement is to mock up the entire interior with 
acoustic damping material. This is a very labour intensive process of two 
weeks work. The mock up reduces the reactivity index (= ratio between 
pressure squared and intensity, see chapter 5: ‘sound intensity 
measurements’). Without the mock up the index is too high and the 
traditional pp intensity measurements cannot be carried out. To be able to 
place the damping materials, the passenger seats are removed. 

2) Car panel sound power measurements 

The car interior is divided into 100-150 panels. Each panel should be 
about flat, size about of 40 * 40cm2. The measurements are carried out by 
positioning the transducers normal to the chassis parts. Each panel has 
equidistant measurement points of about 5cm, outcome is one value sound 
power per panel.  

 

Fig. 10.5: The damping material (mock up) is placed in the font inside a car. 
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3) Measurement of transfer functions  

The entire mock up is removed and seats are put in place in order to get 
a proper transfer function under realistic conditions. In order to measure 
the transfer functions, an omni directional source with a constant volume 
velocity is placed at the driver’s ear and one up to five pressure mikes at 
each panel (equidistance grid of 15cm). These transfer functions can also be 
obtained for the co-driver position and back seats with limited additional 
work. 

10.12 Traditional velocity method 

The traditional velocity method is that the particle velocity is estimated 
by the structural surface velocity. This can be done with laser scanning or 
with the use of accelerometers.  

Although the use of these two techniques is quite labour intensive, the 
results are normally correct. In specific cases however the local particle 
velocity (the quantity that is required) does not equal the structural velocity 
as measured with a laser or accelerometer. 

If surface impedance is not very high the measurement is wrong. (a.o. 
due to wrong point source calculation of reciprocity measurement). And in 
case of a low surface impedance: surface vibration does not equal particle 
velocity. 

An accelerometers or LASER technique does not measure the airborne 
leaks. 

If the shape of the structure is not flat, the local structural velocity does 
not equal the local particle velocity.  

This is shown for example in a measurement campaign that was done at 
GM (US). In curved part of the white body of a car the structural surface 
velocity was measured with a LASER, an accelerometer and a Microflown, 
see Fig. 10.6.  

  

Fig. 10.6: Measurements in a curved part of a white body of a car interior. 
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As can be seen in the graph, the accelerometer and the LASER result 
coincide but they do not give a good prediction of the local particle velocity. 

10.13 Mass spring mounting method 

A possible mounting method is to stick a piece of foam on a surface, see 
Fig. 10.7. The surface is vibrating and the Microflown not be should be 
vibrating with it. Of course this method works only above a certain 
frequency. For a 2.5cm thick layer of Tecnocell the method works good for 
frequencies higher than 90Hz. 

To check from what frequency this method works, a velocity measurement 
close to a thin plate is compared with a measurement with a foam 

mounting. The results are shown in  

Fig. 10.7 (left): Mass spring mounting method. 

Fig. 10.8. As can be seen, from frequencies higher than 90Hz the method 
works well. 
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Fig. 10.7 (left): Mass spring mounting method. 

Fig. 10.8 (right): Mass spring mounting method is compared with a measurement with a 
fixed position (red line, ref.). 

10.14 Vibration to rotation mounting method 

The mass spring mounting technique works well at higher frequencies. To 
be able to work at low frequencies the mass must high or the spring must 
be weak. A other way of mounting is the vibration to rotation method. A 
vibration in the normal direction will be converted to a rotation with the 
Microflown in the centre of rotation. In this way the lowest usable frequency 
is below 20Hz. A possible disadvantage of this technique is that it requires 
more mounting space. 
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Fig. 10.9: First prototype of the vibration to rotation mounting method. 
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Fig. 10.10: Vibration to rotation mounting method is compared with a measurement with 
a fixed position (red line, ref.). 

 

Fig. 10.11: Second prototype of the vibration to rotation mounting method. 
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Fig. 10.12: Second prototype of the vibration to rotation mounting method. 
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Fig. 10.13: Measured underestimation of the mounting in dB. 

10.15 Some practical examples 

Source path contribution method in a car from [9] 

This paragraph is a summary from [9]. It is a presentation of the second 
generation of the "Vehicle Acoustic Synthesis Method" using pu probes in 
order to drastically speed-up the measurement protocol while increasing 
accuracy and addressing unsteady operating conditions like run-ups. 
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Fig. 10.14 shows the 3D representation of the sound power measurement 
at the interior of the car. The red areas are the regions where much sound 
intensity is injected, the blue areas do not contribute much. 

  

Fig. 10.14: Sound power measurement 3D map at 1000 Hz, 4th gear 100 km/h (from 
[9]). 

In Fig. 10.15 the 3D representation of the transfer function is shown. 
This shows the influence of the path. The region close to the left window is 
colored red indicating that sound sources in this area are dominant. This 
can be expected since the drivers ear is close to this region. 

  

Fig. 10.15: Transfer function 3D map at 1000 Hz, driver’s position (from [9]). 

Fig. 10.16 shows the 3D recomposition. The red areas show the areas 
that perceived as loudest sound sources, the blue areas do not contribute 
much at the drivers position. Such plots are a powerful tool for the NVH 
engineer that has to decrease the perceived noise levels in the car. 
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Fig. 10.16: SPL recomposition 3D map at 1000 Hz, 4th gear 100 km/h, driver’s position 
(from [9]). 

A PU probe array based transfer path analysis whilst driving [24] 

The complete measurement procedure consists of four phases.  

The first step is the positioning of PU-probes and the determination of 
the measurement positions in a 3D measurement grid. This is done with a 
measurement arm that has been specially designed for this purpose. 

The measurement locations for all probes are chosen by an acoustical 
expert selecting the most suitable positions. The positions are then labeled 
by special markers. This whole procedure takes typically a few hours. 

After marking, special tape has to be deployed to enable the positioning 
of the probes later on. This takes some minutes per location; so a few hours 
for 180 positions.  

With a 3D digitizer the location of the measurement points are measured. 
Around each measurement point a panel is defined and measured with the 
3D digitizer. The complete procedure requires about 4 hours of 
measurement time for a normal car. 

The 3D digitizer has been built especially for this application. It consists 
of three joints. These three joints are connected to a base allowing the 
joints to rotate in a horizontal and vertical orientation. All angles are 
measured in real time. 

Two buttons (red and green, see Fig. 10.17) are used to mark a 
measurement location or to define a panel. 

The second step is the measurement of the surface velocity of the 
panels. Since only 45 probes are used, the measurement has to be 
repeated four times in order to cover the whole interior vehicle cabin 
creating a measurement grid of 180 surface panels. 

The probes are fixed onto the surface in a way as shown in Fig. 10.18. 
The probes are mechanically decoupled so that the probes do not vibrate 
due to the panel vibrations. 

The sound emissions from the panels into the car interior are measured 
whilst driving the vehicle. 
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In Fig. 10.18 it is shown how the probes are mounted onto the right side 
of the car. Three additional measurement areas including roof, left side and 
floor are defined similarly.  

  

Fig. 10.17 (right): The digitizer to capture the 3D coordinates of the vehicle interior and 
the location of the measurement points. 

Fig. 10.18 (left): The pu probes are spatially distributed.  

The preparation time for the positioning of the probes is about 1 hour per 
measurement. The measurements itself are done in the order of minutes. 
The sound pressure is measured at a certain reference position (usually at 
the position of the driver) for validation purposes. 

The 96 channel data acquisition and data recording set up is located 
inside the trunk, see Fig. 10.19. The system is powered by the car battery. 

  

 

PNCA 
Reconstruction

Valdidation

Measurement

Road measurement: 2nd gear slow run up

Microphone position: driver ear right

PNCA 
Reconstruction

Valdidation

Measurement

Road measurement: 2nd gear slow run up

Microphone position: driver ear right

 

Fig. 10.19 (left): 96 channel data acquisition and recording equipment inside the trunk.  

Fig. 10.20 (right): Validation measurement result.  
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Step three is done after finishing each measurement in operating 
conditions: In a quite environment the transfer paths from the driver 
position to the probes are measured. 

First an omni directional sound source of known volume velocity (see 
chapter 11 ‘monopole sound sources’) is placed at the driver’s ear position. 
Then the source is driven with a swept sine wave. The volume velocity of 
the source is measured with a reference particle velocity sensor and the 
sound pressure is measured using the pressure element of the PU probes. 
In principal both the sound pressure and the particle velocity could be 
measured but usually only the sound pressure is required as explained in 
the theory. The complete procedure (so including set up time) of measuring 
the transfer paths takes approximately half an hour. 

Step four is the last step and links the measured transfer paths with the 
measured velocity data taken in step two. During the measurement whilst 
driving the car, a reference sound pressure measurement is taken. This 
measurement is used to validate if the synthesized sound pressure (that is 
the cumulated sound pressure in the time domain calculated from all the 
surface velocities and paths) is in agreement with the reality. 

In Fig. 10.20 the validation measurement is shown. The measured sound 
pressure in dB is marked in blue and the synthesized, calculated sound 
pressure is displayed in red. As can be seen, the two curves are in 
reasonable agreement up to approximately 2kHz. 

At higher frequencies the results start to deviate. This is because the 
spatial density of the sensor grid is not appropriate for higher frequencies: 
At these high frequencies the particle velocity cannot be assumed constant 
in one panel and therefore might vary. Since only one sensor per panel is 
selected an over or under estimation might occur which leads to this 
deviation.  

There is a significant similarity between the measured and the 
synthesized sound pressure even at lower frequencies below 100Hz. This is 
not expected since the panels are measured independently from each other 
in four series. 

Normally the loss of phase relationship between the series should have a 
negative effect on the lower frequency limit. Further R&D must prove if the 
method as it is now really operates down to 40Hz as the curves might 
indicate. The typical range for the applicability of the method is usually 
between approximately 100Hz and 2kHz. 

In general it can be stated that the smaller the number of independent 
measurements the better the lower frequency limit. In that sense only one 
single measurement would probably lead to no lower frequency limit at all. 
In contrast to this the traditional window method typically requires 20 to 30 
phase independent measurements leading to a lower frequency limit of 
approximately 200 – 400Hz depending on the vehicle. 

Another method to verify the measurement results is comparing a time 
frequency representation of the measured sound pressure with the 
synthesized sound pressure. As can be seen in Fig. 7, they are also in 
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reasonable agreement. This comparison has been reported also in previous 
publications proving the reproducibility of the method [6, 10]. 

Once the measurements prove to be consistent, a breakdown of the 
results is calculated and visualized in 3D. The measurements can be 
displayed in both frequency and time domain. 

The display in frequency domain shows the contributions for each desired 
bandwidth. Usually this is in 1/3rd octaves. The display in time domain is 
done for a specific bandwidth (usually this is the A-weighed SPL). This 
representation is especially useful for non-stationary excitations e.g. engine 
run ups.  

This can be seen in Fig. 10.22. The data were taken during a run up in 
second gear on a public road. The plot shows the time averaged result for 
the 160Hz 3rd octave. The darker the color the higher the panel noise 
contribution to the sound pressure at the reference position (driver’s ear). 

For this car, the lower part of the front window seems to be highly 
contributing. Also the lower parts of the front doors seem to contribute 
significantly to the interior sound pressure. 

  

Fig. 10.21: Time frequency representation of the measured sound pressure (left) and the 
reconstruction (right). 

Switching to the time domain makes it is possible to analyze the 
acoustical behavior of the car for each point in time during run up. 

The frequency range can be selected and the time of interest can be set. 
As an example Fig. 9 shows the result for the 160 Hz 3rd octave after 19 
seconds and Fig. 10 after 29 seconds. The effect on the lower part of the 
windscreen is clearly visible. This type of visualization helps acoustical 
engineers to quickly find acoustically weak areas in an intuitive way. 

The figures display the true measurement results for the measured 
panels, so no smoothing or whatsoever takes place. It might be considered 
as a disadvantage that the 3D model used for the visualization of the results 
is not so beautiful but this is a matter of taste. 
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The advantage of the method is that only true measurements are shown 
which makes the detection of possible errors much easier. Since the panels 
are not exactly connected to each other it is possible to look through the 3D 
model and this appears to be very practical. 

 

Fig. 10.22: 3D visualization of the measurement results (frequency domain, 160Hz). 

  

Fig. 10.23: 3D visualization of the measurement results (time domain, status after 19 
seconds). 

Fig. 10.24: 3D visualization of the measurement results (time domain, status after 29 
seconds). 
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In-flight cabin interior sound source localization in a helicopter 

To prove the functionality of a mobile measurement system, a 
measurement is done inside a Eurocopter EC120. A 20x30cm panel is 
measured with a 12PU handheld acoustic camera, a mobile data acquisition 
system HEIM DIC24, HEIM PWAC power supply, an uninterruptible power 
supply and a battery pack.    

    

 

    

Fig. 10.25: In situ measurements in a helicopter with a PU acoustic camera and a mobile 
data acquisition system. 
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The first step in the procedure is the measurement of the path from 
listener’s position to the test surface. During the path measurement the 
helicopter is not in operation. The path is measured with a monopole sound 
source with a known volume velocity and a measurement of the sound 
pressure and the particle velocity close to the surface under test. 
The monopole source is realized as a high impedance loudspeaker with a 
tube that has a small diameter compared to the wavelength of the emitted 
sound. A reference velocity sensor (a Microflown) at the end of the tube is 
used to measure the volume velocity, since the volume velocity is given by 
the particle velocity times the area of the tube (see Fig. 10.25 at the left 
side below).    

When the monopole sound source is operated, the particle velocity and 
the sound pressure are measured close to the surface. The transfer 
functions pQ/Q and un,Q/Q are measured in this way.  
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Fig. 10.26: Modulus and argument of the transfer path from monopole sound source to 
sound pressure at the measurement location. 

The surface properties are best seen if the ratio of both transfer functions 
is displayed: 

,
/
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c Z

Q Q
ρ =  (10.25) 

If the Zsurface approximates unity the surface is fully absorbing and if the 
impedance is high, the second term in Eq. (10.22) can be neglected. From 
this surface impedance the diffuse field absorption coefficient α is estimated 
by [16]: 
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 (10.26) 

The diffuse field absorption coefficient is required to calculate the 
equivalent source strength for the intensity method. In Fig. 10.27 the 
modulus and the argument of the measured impedance at the 
measurement location is shown. As can be seen, the impedance is high and 
the phase between pressure and velocity is approximately 90 degrees, 
indicating that the surface is highly reflective. As expected, at the 
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measurement location the absorption is low (right plot). Because the 
absorption at the measurement location is low, the second term (p*un,Q/Q) 
of Eq. (10.22) can be neglected. 
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Fig. 10.27: Modulus and argument of the impedance and the absorption at the 
measurement location. 

The total setup time is approximately two minutes for one path 
measurement. After this allow twenty seconds per path measurement.  

Measurement of the sound emission of the surface 

The second step of the procedure is the measurement of the source, in 
this case the interior of the helicopter. Both sound pressure and particle 
velocity are measured close to the surface under test; here a part of the 
back window is measured. Because the measured impedance is high, only 
the velocity is needed for the lower frequencies (here 1400Hz). For higher 
frequencies the intensity method is used.  

Particle velocity field 

The emitted particle velocity field of the window is derived with only the 
velocity signals of the 12PU acoustic camera. In Fig. 10.28 (left) the 
individual velocities at the surface are shown. The equivalent sound 
pressure (that is the complex surface velocity times the complex transfer 
function) of this measurement is shown in Fig. 10.28 (right). This 
calculation is only indicative because below 1kHz sources may be coherent.  
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Fig. 10.28: (left) 12 surface velocity measurements, (right) equivalent sound pressure at 
the listeners position. 

Intensity field 
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At higher frequencies the intensity field is determined from the measured 
data by taking the real part of the cross spectrum between sound pressure 
and particle velocity.  The result is shown in Fig. 10.29 (left). The sound 
power is calculated from this and the equivalent monopole is derived with 
Eq. (10.5), the absorption that was measured is taken into account. From 
the equivalent monopole, the equivalent sound pressure level at the 
listener’s position is calculated, see Fig. 10.29 right (black line) by 
multiplying the equivalent monopole result with the magnitude of the 
transfer function. For comparison the equivalent sound pressure determined 
with the velocity method is shown in grey. As can be seen: from 100Hz 
upwards both methods give comparable results. 
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Fig. 10.29: (left) 12 intensity measurements, (right) equivalent sound pressure at the 
listeners position. 

The intensity method assumes that all sources are non coherent. 
Therefore the results of all measurements can be simply summed without 
taking the phase information into account. This is a mayor advantage 
compared with the velocity method. 

The measurement of one 20x30cm panel is done in approximately 
20seconds. 
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Fig. 10.30: (next page) 45 probes are attached to the roof of a helicopter  for in flight 
measurements. 
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In-Flight Panel Noise Contribution Analysis on a Helicopter  

This paragraph is based on [23]. There exist a number of different types 
of experimental approaches for sound source localization and panel noise 
contribution analysis in vehicles. The aim is always to detect the acoustically 
weak part of the vehicles in order to introduce appropriate counter 
measures.  

Acoustically weak parts could be relevant or not depending on the 
specific driving condition considered. In that sense, it is of benefit to select 
a method for acoustical investigation that allows for a free choice of 
relevant driving conditions. The most direct way for an automotive vehicle 
of course is driving the vehicle on the road. But reproducibility is also of 
major concern especially if an acoustical optimization treatment has to be 
verified quantitatively. Therefore, measurements on test benches are often 
the best way to ensure reproducibility even though not all relevant driving 
conditions may be realized properly. The most appropriate measurement 
approach would be the one that allows for an arbitrary choice of driving 
condition without any restrictions to stationary excitations, indoor use, 
limited frequency ranges, etc.  

Certain measurement techniques exhibit specific strengths and 
weaknesses. Commonly used methods are window-based techniques [a, b], 
intensity measurements [c], laser-scanning-vibrometry measurements [d], 
beam forming [e] and holographic technologies [f] using large sensor 
arrays. 

In addition to these widely used methods, the panel noise contribution 
analysis method based on Microflown PU-sensor arrays [g] might be 
considered as a better alternative. These sensors allow the direct 
measurement of the airborne noise particle-velocity. In conjunction with a 
pressure microphone a sound wave is then fully determined at a certain 
point in space. Especially for sound source localisation inside vehicles, the 
application of these sensors shows benefits compared to other techniques 
[h].  

The Panel Noise Contribution Analysis method using Microflown PU-
sensor arrays has been successfully applied many times since the year 
2004. During that time the method has been used mainly for automotive 
applications. Interestingly, it has never been used for aerospace 
applications so far. In that sense the Panel Noise Contribution Analysis on a 
helicopter might be considered as a new step towards this direction and 
opens up a new field of application. Especially the demands on the 
equipment in terms of robustness and reliability are much higher compared 
to conventional automotive situations. Since the flight time is limited and 
therefore very precious it is also very important to work with measurement 
tools that are reliable, stable and work even under extreme conditions. 

Given that the level of structural vibration and noise during flight is 
extremely high the measurement inside a helicopter sets new demands 
regarding robustness of the measurement equipment. 
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The aim of this project was to analyze in detail the single panel noise 
contributions of the interior cabin of the Swidnik W3 helicopter during flight 
for various flight conditions. In total 23 flight conditions have been 
recorded. About 180 single panel contributions have been measured for 
each flight condition. All measurements were taken on the testing ground of 
PZL Swidnik S.A. in Swidnik, Poland in June 2008. 

The following sections show the experimental set up, the in-flight 
measurements and the gained results. 
 
[a] H. Klingenberg, “Automobil Messtechnik, Band A: Akustik”, (Springer, 1991). 

[b] H. Pätzold and G. Wedermann, “DIAMONDS Predictive Optimisation and 

Auralisation of Light-Weight Absorption Sound Packages”, Rieter Automotive 

Conference (2001/1) 

[c] F. J. Fahy, “Sound Intensity“, 2nd ed. (E & FN Spon, London, 1995) 

[d] O. Wolff, S. Guidati, R. Sottek, H. Steger, “Binaural auralization of vibrating 

surfaces”, CFA/DAGA (2004) 

[f] J. Meyer, “Beamforming for circular microphone array mounted on spherically 

shaped objects”, J. Acoust. Soc. Am. 109 (1), 185-193 (2001) 

[g] E. G. Williams,”Fourier Acoustics. Sound Radiation and Nearfield Acoustical 

Holography”, (Academic Press, London, 1999) 

[h] H-E. de Bree et al,”The Microflown; a novel device measuring acoustic flows”, 

Sensors and Actuators: A, Physical, volume SNA054/1-3, pp 552-557 (1996). 

[i] O. Wolff, R. Sottek, “Binaural panel noise contribution analysis”, CFA/DAGA 

(2004) 

Measurement Set Up 

In total 45 PU sensors were available for testing. Since the interior cabin 
of the helicopter was too large in order to be covered with this amount of 
sensors it was necessary to split the interior surface of the helicopter 
compartment into four distinct areas and to run for each area an 
independent measurement. The compartment was split into the bottom 
plate, the right side, left side and the roof panel. The sensors were spread 
as uniformly as possible to yield a well balanced measurement grid. The 
distance between each sensor position was approximately 30 cm. 

In total four times 45 sensors were applied which leads to a spatial 
resolution of 180 individual panel contributions in total. The following 
pictures show the four different surface areas. 
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Fig. 10.31: 45 Sensors are applied on left side (not shown), roof (see large figure before) 
and floor of the helicopter compartment. 

Installation of the PU-Array 

The sensors were not directly mounted onto the surfaces but were kept 
in a special mounting device instead. The reason for this approach can be 
explained as follows: Assuming the sensor would have been directly 
attached to the vibrating surface the element would only follow the 
vibration of the panel. In that sense the sensor would move in the same 
way as the emitted sound wave does. Therefore the sensor would 
underestimate the real particle velocity. The correct way is to decouple the 
sensor from the vibrating surface. This is the only way to ensure that the 
Microflown sensor measures the right particle velocity. Figure 4 and 5 show 
the decoupling device in detail. 
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Fig. 10.32: Microflown PU sensors decoupled from vibrating structure. 

 

Fig. 10.33: Mounting device to ensure proper decoupling from the surface. 

In-Flight Measurements 

The in-flight measurements on the helicopter type W3 took place on the 
testing ground of Swidnik S.A. in Swidnik, Poland.  

As described in section 2.1 the total amount of Microflown PU sensors 
was not sufficient to cover the whole interior surface of the helicopter 
compartment in one step. According to the splitting of the surface into four 
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separate sub-surfaces also four independent test flights had to be made. 
For each flight all 23 flight profiles were performed and the data recorded. 
The approximate time for each flight session was about 30 minutes. The 
overall flight time for all four flights was approximately 2 hours in total.  

The crew consisted of a pilot (Swidnik), a copilot (Swidnik), a guide 
(Swidnik) to take care of the communication and two test engineers 
(Microflown) taking care of the measurements. 

The picture shows the take-off of the helicopter with the testing crew on 
board. 

 

Fig. 10.34: Helicopter take-off for in-flight measurement. 

Airborne Noise Transfer Functions 

During the in-flight tests the particle velocity of the radiated sound waves 
have been measured. These particle velocity data quantify the radiated 
sound from those panels where the PU sensors were attached to. Anyhow, 
in order to predict the sound pressure level at a certain point inside the 
helicopter compartment, e.g. the listener position, it is necessary to include 
also the path the sound wave has to travel from the noise source (panel) to 
the listener ear. This approach is quite common in automotive applications. 
Anyway, for a helicopter it does not have the same importance. Especially 
for helicopters having a large passenger compartment it is not really 
meaningful to pinpoint to only one selected single listener position. The 
compartment of this helicopter could carry up to 12 people and there is 
basically no preference listener position. 
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Anyway, the airborne noise transfer functions have been measured for 
the sake of completeness. But they have not been used for the evaluation 
and the display of the panel noise contributions.  

The principle of measuring the air borne noise transfer functions that has 
been used here is based on the so called reciprocity principle. This principle 
states that the way the sound takes from a source to a receiver point can 
be inverted. This means that interchanging the source and the receiver 
would lead to the identical transfer functions. In that sense it is possible to 
install a loudspeaker at the listener position and measure the sound 
pressure level at the panels of the compartment. The measured transfer 
functions that have been measured in this way are then identical to the 
transfer functions from the panel to the receiver ear.  

The sound source that has to be used should have the radiation pattern 
of a point source. It consists of a driver and a tube. The tube contains also a 
Microflown sensor for calibration purposes. The Microflown reciprocal sound 
source can be applied from approximately 200Hz to 6kHz. 

For the measurement of the airborne noise transfer functions the sound 
source has been installed close to the wall on the right side of the helicopter 
compartment as depicted below. 

 

Fig. 10.35: Measurement of the airborne noise transfer functions. 
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3D Geometry Model Creation 

A good way to display the measured panel noise contributions in an 
intuitive way is to use a 3D model of the compartment and combine the 
geometry data with the acoustic data. The x, y, z coordinates of the interior 
cabin have been measured using the Microflown 3D geometry measuring 
unit. This unit consists basically of an arm with several sections and joints 
that ensure full rotation and maximum flexibility. The picture shows the 
measurement arm in action. The acquisition software leads the user through 
the whole procedure and captures the geometry data. 

 

Fig. 10.36: Microflown 3D geometry measuring unit inside helicopter compartment. 

Results 

The following pictures show the panel contributions of the helicopter 
compartment in terms of overall level. Figure 10 shows the back view of the 
3D model. Back view means looking in flight direction from above (from the 
back side to the cockpit). Figure 11 shows the front view. This perspective 
is looking from underneath in opposite direction of flight (from cockpit to 
the passenger compartment). The numbers inside each graph represent the 
corresponding flight profile.  

As can be seen from the figures the sound patterns for each flight 
condition do not differ significantly from each other. They show almost the 
same results.  

One should keep in mind that this display only shows the averaged level 
over all frequencies. The dependency on flight profile is more significant for 
single frequency components (see 4.2). In order to find out what frequency 
component might contribute most only one flight conditions has been 
selected for further analysis. 
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The result of the comparison of flight condition with respect to frequency 
averaged level shows that all flight conditions behave in a similar way. In 
order to indentify the most critical 3rd octave bands it is sufficient to pick 
one state as an example and display all 3rd octaves for the front and back 
view. In this case state number 9 has been selected for further analysis. 

 

Fig. 10.37: Spectral contribution back view. 

Conclusions 

A full panel noise contribution analysis has been carried out for the first 
time on a helicopter during flight. The high noise and vibration level of the 
helicopter compared to conventional automotive vehicles has proven the 
robustness of the testing equipment. Altogether 23 different flight 
conditions have been measured but only 16 of them could be used for 
analysis. Anyway, the analysis has shown that the patterns of the panel 
contributions do not always depend strongly on the selected flight profile. 
Significant dependencies were only seen for the 1 kHz octave case. In that 
sense the overall results and graphs might be more or less valid also for 
those conditions that could not be evaluated within this study.  

The main outcome of the study is the result that the helicopter 
compartment shows high level contributions especially for the 400 Hz and 1 
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kHz third octave. It could also be seen that especially at 1 kHz the whole 
cabin seems to contribute to the noise and it does not matter if the panels 
are close or far away from the helicopter engine on top of the roof (main 
sound source). This result was not expected at the beginning.  

At 400 Hz the service door on the rear side of the compartment seems to 
be a strong contributor to the interior noise. Acoustic counter measures 
could probably be effective here. 

Herby, we would like to thank Swidnik S.A. and especially Andrzej 
Niewiadomsky and his team for the opportunity to carry out this study, the 
very good support, the nice working atmosphere and the very pleasant time 
we could spend together at Swidnik. 

 

Fig. 10.38: Testing crew: Oliver Wolff , Hans-Elias deBree, Jordy deBoer, Wilfred Hake. 
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